No Biology Colloquium

- **Opinion Published**—Professor Steve Oppenheimer’s opinion piece “Assessing the Risk of Breast Cancer” appeared in this past weekend’s edition of the *Los Angeles Times*.

- **Traveling Near & Far**—The following faculty and students will be traveling for research over winter break: Professor Bob Carpenter, technician Mike Murray, and graduate students Abigail Poray, Melissa Spitler, and Stephanie Talmage: Moorea, French Polynesia; Assistant Professor Maria Elena de Ballard: Pasadena, California; Professor Pete Edmunds and graduate student Nancy Muehllehner: Moorea; Associate Professor Bobby Espinoza and graduate student Christine Bruno: northwestern Argentina; graduate student Danny Green (Advisor, Edmunds): US Virgin Islands; Associate Professor Fritz Hertel and graduate student Dan Medic: Chile; Professor Jennifer Matos: Baja California; Professor Paul Wilson: UC Berkeley and northern Sierra Nevada of California.